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Targa Telematics has over 20 years of experience providing innovative 
technological smart mobility solutions to both the private and public sector, 
benefitting individuals, businesses, and the environment. Leveraging data from 
interactions between connected vehicles, drivers, and fleet managers, Targa 
Telematics’ Fleet Management solution guarantees operating cost savings, 
improved driver safety, and a reduction in CO2 emissions. 

Targa Telematics is a market leader in providing digital mobility solutions for short and 
long-term rental companies, financial institutions, and businesses with large fleets. Its 
products range from fleet management to insurance telematics, and its diagnostic and 
remote telemetry solutions are deployed within a huge variety of vehicles, cars, LCV’s, HGV’s, 
motorbikes, construction machinery, and airport ground support equipment.

Utilizing Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and Big Data, and applying its advanced 
technology to connected vehicles, Targa Telematics delivers value to its partners through 
improved operational processes, the creation of new services, and by enabling new business 
models.  

Targa Telematics supports its customers in creating bespoke smart mobility solutions, 
employing an agile approach to deliver solutions in the fastest, most efficient, and reliable 
way possible. It offers customers a wide array of software modules and microservices in 
conjunction with strategic consultancy in how best to configure and implement them, thus 
enabling and accelerating the journey towards digital transformation.



The secret to successfully managing a company vehicle fleet lies in achieving four main objectives, regardless of 
the business sector or activities being undertaken: keeping costs under control, increasing operational efficiency, 
providing safety for people and vehicles, and ensuring compliance with company and government regulations.
Targa Telematics’ digital Fleet Management solutions allow vehicles and drivers to be managed effectively and safely, 
thus saving resources and enabling more efficient ways of working.
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The Fleet Management offering is divided into Asset Management and Fleet Optimization, with the aim of best 
responding to the needs of each stakeholder. The two services exploit data from connected vehicles, enabling you 
to make effective and timely decisions based on current information to improve performance, develop innovative 
services, and to introduce and manage electric vehicles within the company fleet.

Costs under control Operational efficiency Personal and 
vehicle safety

Compliance with 
company regulations



ASSET 
MANAGEMENT
Maintain the value of your assets

The Asset Management solution is designed for companies that wish to maintain the value of their vehicles whilst 
they’re in service and achieve as high a resale value as possible.
The service is flexible and integrates easily with existing client systems, provides information to support strategic and 
operational decisions, and facilitates the digitization and improvement of internal processes. Targa Telematics has 
developed vertical solutions dedicated to short and long-term rental companies which enable the creation of new 
services, the improvement of the user experience, and greater value for the end customer.

The Asset Management solution helps vehicle owners achieve two primary objectives: the maximization of vehicle 
value and the optimization of operational processes.

Vehicle Value     

With Targa Telematics technology, the vehicles themselves indicate what is required to keep them in perfect working 
order, ensure their safety, and the best time for their resale. The solution makes it possible to maximize revenue from 
vehicle activities and minimize their natural depreciation over time.

Protection
In the event of theft, the Stolen Vehicle Recovery (SVR) service utilizes a network of active 24/7 Operations Centers 
throughout Europe which communicate directly with the Police to facilitate vehicle recovery for its customers.

Artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms make it possible to proactively identify high-risk situations 
and recognize patterns of theft or undue vehicle use, anticipating the intervention of law enforcement and drastically 
reducing the risk of theft.

Vehicle safety
The Asset Management service offers automated maintenance management tools, helping to keep vehicles safe 
and always compliant with road regulations and manufacturer warranty terms. The service can generate alerts when 
unexpected events occur, as well as providing reports of predicted issues in real time, enabling prompt intervention 
in carrying out preventative maintenance work, thus ensuring lower overall costs and superior vehicle performance.



Business Process Optimization

Inefficient business processes are a guaranteed way of hindering company performance. Asset Management makes 
it possible to acquire, integrate, and process critical data, obtain timely information on vehicle activity, and quickly 
deliver improved results.

Fleet Operating Costs
Vehicle owners bear various costs when certain fleet operations 
are not optimized. One example is the inefficiencies associated 
with the purchase and resale of vehicles themselves. The Asset 
Management solution analyzes the buy-back and remarketing 
processes and their timing, helping managers to determine the 
best conditions and time frames in which to resell vehicles.

Other operational inefficiencies can be encountered during vehicle 
maintenance. In this case, Asset Management allows you to 
monitor the costs, timing, duration of maintenance and downtime, 
ensuring that work is being assigned to the most appropriate 
garages, and being carried out in in line with expectations.

Asset Management can also assist in optimizing processes with other partners and third parties. For example, the 
solution facilitates the identification of an insurance policy that is correctly aligned with the customer’s requirements, 
ensuring the most suitable and cost effective policy is selected. 

Electric Vehicles
Asset Management facilitates the inclusion of elec-
tric vehicles into corporate fleets by generating de-
tailed information on the status and maintenance of 
vehicles and batteries, and by providing analytics to 
enable feasibility and cost-effectiveness studies for 
fleet electrification.



FLEET 
OPTIMIZATION
Tools for monitoring company fleets

Commercial vehicles, passenger cars and work vehicles in each fleet can be monitored and effectively managed 
thanks to accurate real-time information. Fleet Optimization is a modular solution, configurable based on the services 
required, accessible from web and mobile devices and scalable to fleets of all sizes. It provides Fleet Managers with 
easy-to-use monitoring and management tools that can be implemented immediately.

More than twenty years of industry knowledge and the development of cutting-edge technologies have allowed 
Targa Telematics to develop a system that improves efficiency, reduces costs, reduces risk, and ensures the safety of 
both drivers and vehicles.
 

Safety

Driver safety is a top priority: Fleet Optimization makes it 
possible to always have reliable and appropriate vehicles 
available for employee activities, while promoting compliance 
with safe driving behaviors and ensuring rapid intervention 
where needed.

Compliance
Fleet Optimization facilitates compliance with company 
regulations and standards by integrating report outputs with 
company directives. If required, driver authentication systems 
ensure that only suitably trained and authorized personnel use 
the vehicles. Driver analysis tools allow you to verify compliance 

with traffic laws and company rules, discourage dangerous use, ensure maximum safety, and avoid unnecessary 
expenditure. Reports can be used to cross-reference real vehicle data with any incident reports, penalties or fines 
received, and subsequently can be used as evidence in the case of further action, disputes or appeals.

Emergency Management
In the event of a possible emergency or an accident, the solution offers the possibility to quickly and reliably intervene, 
putting the driver in contact with a network of operations centers, allowing immediate assistance to be sent, if 
necessary.



Efficiency       

The Fleet Optimization solution enables you to plan journeys intelligently, selecting the most suitable routes and 
improving vehicle availability. This ensures your fleet is operating efficiently, freeing up resources and minimizing 
costs.

Cost reduction
Fleet optimization provides reports, statistics, and other tools to analyze the underlying cost base of your fleet, allowing 
you to make informed decisions based on accurate and immediately interpretable data. Adopting a data-driven 
approach in analyzing all the costs that comprise the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) for your fleet also allows hidden 
costs to be surfaced, waste to be eliminated, and corrective actions to be taken and subsequently monitored through 
the solution to demonstrate their effectiveness. 

Fleet productivity 
The solution provides the tools to plan, assign and monitor driver trips and tasks, remotely managing any unforeseen 
events such as delays, emergencies, or improper behavior. Real-time localization and reports on usage times and 
methods offer a complete overview of the fleet and provide a mechanism to control and verify activities and highlight 
any violations, whilst automatic alerts report critical events in real time.

Targa Lite
The Targa Lite service identifies hidden costs within 
your fleet that can only be made visible using 
telematics. Utilizing a specific subset of vehicle data, 
it can also be deployed in situations where driver 
privacy is of paramount importance. After the initial 
analysis is complete, a series of initiatives can be 
implemented to address those hidden costs. With 
Targa Lite continuing to monitor fleet performance, 
these benefits can be measured and further 
corrective action taken, resulting in an ongoing 
positive feedback cycle.



WWW. TARGAT E L EMAT I C S . COM

Would you like to know more?

Contact us directly on LinkedIn

@Targa Telematics

or visit

www.targatelematics.com/en/contact-request/

to explore new business opportunities with us
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